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Open this book and you will - learn about Machiavelli's life - know his key works - explore the

dark arts of politics - assess his influence
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To my lovely, witty and not at all ‘Machiavellian’ Edinburgh friends – Gareth, James, John,

Mark, Norman, Rob, Ross, Scott and Tom – and to the continuation of our very own Orti

Oricellari.
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IntroductionThe Italian Renaissance thinker Niccolò Machiavelli has a poor reputation – at

least in the Anglo-Saxon world. Wasn’t he that chap who thought it was okay to be bad, to lie,

to murder even, if what you got in the end was a good result … who argued, to put it bluntly,

that ‘The ends justify the means’? Wasn’t he even personally quite a wicked man – ruthless,

cunning, hypocritical? Didn’t Shakespeare base his blackest villain, Richard III, on this vilest of

Florentines?Such prejudices aren’t helped, either, by the fact that the very adjective

‘Machiavellian’ is applied to every kind of underhand behaviour – and most especially to that of

politicians.It turns out, of course, that the real Machiavelli was in fact a rather different

character: an able, shrewd and honourable civil servant, an Italian patriot who loved his native

city, a witty and loyal friend, and, above all, one of the sharpest and most revolutionary thinkers

of the Italian Renaissance. A giant, in short, even in a period that swarmed with giants. Even

Machiavelli’s most famous work, The Prince – the one that really shocked his contemporaries

and which still has the capacity to shock to this day – is a rather different and rather more

subtle book than its reputation as the ‘handbook for tyrants’ would suggest.Machiavelli’s

massive contribution to the evolution of political thought might be summed up like this: he

swept away speculation into what should be – the utopias, the ideal republics, the Cloud

Cuckoo Lands – looked actual politics squarely in the face and wrote about what he saw as

honestly as he could.

1 Renaissance FlorenceA tumultuous ageNiccolò Machiavelli – in terms of both his career and

his thought – was the product of a key moment in the history of Florence – one of a number of

independent city-states that flourished across Italy during the fifteenth century. Although

Florence was ostensibly a republic and could boast one of the most democratic and lively

political systems in Europe, in reality this prosperous city-state was ruled by a single family –

the wealthy, charismatic Medici.Machiavelli’s career and thought grew out of a key moment in

the history of FlorenceUnder the Medici, Florence was not only the centre of an energetic

economy, at the heart of which stood the woollen and banking industries, but also of a vibrant

literary and artistic culture. Indeed, Florence was the matrix of that brilliant cultural blossoming

that today we know as the Renaissance.In this chapter we will look at: a timeline of the

tumultuous history of Florence during Machiavelli’s lifetime key members of the Medici

family the Florentine Republic the Florentine Renaissance and humanism.TimelineIn the

1480s – when Machiavelli was a very young man – Florence was at its dazzling apogee, under

the rule of Lorenzo de’ Medici. However, by the 1490s the city, together with the rest of Italy,

had fallen prey to foreign invasion and violent civil strife. 1492 Lorenzo de’ Medici (‘the

Magnificent’) dies and is succeeded by his son Piero ! II (‘the Unfortunate’)1494 The French

king Charles VIII invades northern Italy, and Piero, after a brief resistance, surrenders. The

Florentines rebel against Medici rule, Piero II is sent into exile, and the Florentine Republic is

restored, largely under the influence of the dogmatic, firebrand monk Girolamo

Savonarola1498 Savonarola is deposed and burned at the stake1509 The Florentine Republic

flourishes under the leadership of Piero Soderini; Machiavelli serves as Second

Chancellor1512 A bloodless revolution restores Medici rule to Florence1527 Italy is once again

over-run by foreign invaders: in Florence, the Medici are deposed and a new republic set up,

although it is short lived …
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Michael P. Maslanka, “Read before The Prince. A friend suggested I read The Prince. I am, but

read this first to get the 30,000 foot persepctive. Glad I did. Good sections on the times in

which Machiavelli wrote and how it influenced what he wrote(lots of wars, things generally

falling apart), as well as the prevailing philosophy pre-The Price(people are basically good v

people are basically bad/fickle). By the way, Maciavelli was not a bad guy, he was just a

realistic one:be feared but do not be hated was his motto. Good stuff.”

The book by Robert Anderson has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 2 people have provided feedback.
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